
Love OAB 301 

Chapter 301 Stay Away From Her 

Stanley continued to flip through the album and finally found a few pictures of Arya and Allen being very 

close to each other. Especially one of Arya being drunk and Allen hugging her. 

This kind of intimate action, and she said it was just a normal relationship? 

"I finally caught her!" 

Stanley was not going to expose the photo yet. Once it was exposed, it would only serve as evidence 

that Allen did not like men. 

However, he wanted Arya to lose her reputation, so he had to continue waiting. 

... 

That night, Serena met a French man whom her friend had introduced to her. 

She dressed herself up seriously and met him in a high-class coffee shop. After working in this circle for 

so many years, Serena spoke French fluently. She could tell that he was very satisfied with her. 

She came to the blind date because she had a goal. So she directly confessed her past. That unbearable 

past did not make this French man look down on her. 

His name was White, and he was the vice president of a multinational company. He was humorous and 

very talkative. His time with him was very comfortable. At this time, Serena realized that perhaps being 

with him was a good choice. 

They chatted for a few hours and White very gracefully sent Serena back to the apartment. 

Serena thought about it carefully and decided to give it a try. So she specially called Arya to tell her this 

news. 

After hearing her words, Arya softly asked, "Because White doesn't mind your past, so you decided to be 

with him?" 

It was not love at first sight. Not on the basis of adoration, but simply because of her deep inferiority, 

feeling that she had lost the right to love, she did not have the courage to find someone who truly loved 

her. 

Could it be that such a marriage could make her happy? 

is any problem. He will definitely be a 

was not a good 

stop no matter how she tried to persuade her. Because in the 

there was no sign of Raul 

then. I support your decision but you must protect yourself and don't get hurt again. 



of myself. I have seen the news. Director Jones seems to have been blackmailed. Is 

would not hide her thoughts in front of Serena, "Take care of yourself and 

see Serena get hurt 

up the phone, she still could not help staring at the 

heart. Even if she had such a good 

Because of what? 

directly. She needed to start working as soon as possible to get rid of those thoughts that she 

prepared to welcome Serena back. The next morning, they returned to the company 

the work, Serena received a call from White. He wanted to pick her up for lunch. Serena felt that she 

had no 

got up to say to Serena, "Do you want to 

I have 

he heard Serena say so. 

approach anyone. This time, it was the same. They walked into the parking 

"White?" 

to reach for the flowers, 

"Stay away from her!" 

pulled Serena into 

bad. Serena took a deep breath. "Don't 

and said calmly, "How do you know White? Do you know who he 

just met him. A 

you decide to trust anyone. He is a famous man in the French modeling industry, and many people have 

been..." Raul was so angry that he could 

Chapter 302 Meeting 

Before the banquet, Allen still had to go to the company for a meeting. Before he went out, Arya 

specially matched his suit today. 

The wine-red background was paired with suppressed patterns, and the tailor-made cut highlighted 

Allen's good figure. She tied him a striped tie, which gave him a sense of business but did not lose its 

depth. 



Arya looked at her work with satisfaction. Recently, she had been very keen on helping Allen match his 

clothes. Even if they could not be together at all times, she wanted to use this method to express her 

concern. 

Allen originally planned to go out early, but he still doted on Arya to play with him. 

"Perfect..." Arya looked at the noble man in front of her with emotion, "Mr. Jones, you are really 

handsome!" 

"As long as you are satisfied." Allen knew that Arya had been very annoyed by his words on the Internet 

recently. He turned around and wrapped his arms around her. He gently kissed her forehead. "The 

matter will be resolved very quickly." 

He did not want to affect his wife's mood because of those unimportant people. 

Ever since he became President of Dahua, he had experienced too many criticisms like this. It was just 

that he did not want to see Arya get angry for him. 

Arya stood on her tiptoes and kissed his lips hard, "Come back early. I will wait for you at home." 

Allen nodded. After sweetening with her for a while, he put on his trench coat and left. 

Arya watched as his car drove out of sight and touched her beating heart. Her face was slightly red. No 

matter how long they got married, as long as they got close to Allen, it was as if they were attracted by 

some kind of magic. Her heart could not help but beat faster. 

Their marriage seemed to be forever in love. 

However, when she thought about meeting Michel and the Winston family that night, she was very 

unhappy. 

She absolutely could not lose to those despicable people who slandered her husband with rumors. If 

that Michel knew that she would go tonight, he would definitely let that mixed-blood female star who 

had just signed up with the Skywings attend. 

had to do was win against 

Arya, this was 

there must be other arrangements. Perhaps they 

addition, Arya still had a bit of worry in her 

the new products of this season, she was still not satisfied. In the end, she went 

well-proportioned than the average person, so the measurements 

she immediately went to get it and immediately sent it to Arya's hands, "Quickly give it a try. If there is 

an inappropriate place, 

cheongsam, her entire temperament was immediately highlighted. Luna excitedly looked at the 

dignified and imposing person in the mirror and praised, "You still have good taste. Wearing this to see 

the parents will definitely increase 



kind of clothing is more suitable for the aesthetic standards of the elders." Arya looked at the mirror, 

"Indeed not bad. There 

I had your 

chosen, she said, "Right, I heard that someone has been sending postcards to the Dahua all this time. 

What 

those rumors 

than a few days." Arya looked at the 

in the next second, she 

are someone who has experienced many big scenes. Why are you so worried this time? Don't worry. If I 

were 

aspect, 

... 

was eight 

snow of this 

the hotel they had agreed on. However, Allen's seat was still empty, and his car was nowhere to be seen 

in the parking 

female star beside him. Sitting alone beside the Winston family's elder was even more boring. He knew 

very well 

with reporters waiting to take photos and videos. They had gathered here because of what Michel had 

said 

man with such status and power, there was not a single woman by his 

got out of the car together. He wrapped his trench coat around Arya's shoulder. "Don't be nervous. It's 

just a meeting. 

Chapter 303 If You Can Beat Me Once, You Win 

"That's good." Lawson trusted his nephew's ability and judgment very much. This was also publicly 

acknowledged by the elders of Jones Family. Otherwise, they wouldn't have handed over all the 

properties under Dahua to Allen. 

Since the person was brought by Allen, it meant that he already had a sufficient understanding of her. 

Moreover, he had also recognized this woman. As long as Allen liked her, the elders naturally had the 

mentality of blessing them. 

Arya was the first woman that Allen brought along with him. 



With Allen's answer, Lawson did not take the Winston Family's provocation to heart. Instead, he directly 

retaliated, "I don't know much about the entertainment industry. It's just that I happened to see what 

Michel said in front of the reporters a few days ago." 

What he meant was to get back to the topic. Don't bully the wife of the Jones Family's heir. 

The business world was like a battlefield. The relationship between the two families only seemed to be 

passable. After all, after so many years of competition, they had all suffered losses in each other's hands. 

these words. He forced a smile and said, "It's just a joke. 

be paying attention to his actions outside." Allen replied with a cold voice, 

Jones can't even joke around, can he? Besides, the public relations ability of the Dahua is not bad. You 

can explain it to the public. Is there a need to complain to my 

was no sign of apology on 

if he admitted his mistake easily, the game would not be 

it!" Santiago glared at him. "Don't tell me you have 

the Jones Family's expression like that? I 

the exciting 

seems that Young Master Winston doesn't intend to reconcile." Allen leaned back in his seat and 

glanced coldly at the reporters waiting outside the window. "In that case, why do you need to 

Chapter 304 Boxing Match 

Michel's face turned red as he stared at Allen. 

Arya also found it unbelievable when she heard this. This was an extremely overbearing contempt! 

"Ten minutes. I will wait for you in the boxing ring!" Michel slammed the table, stood up, and turned to 

leave. 

Lawson was a little surprised that Allen would agree to compete with Michel. With his temper and 

personality, since Allen dared to agree, it meant that he had absolute confidence in himself. Therefore, 

he said to Santiago, "Since the method has been decided, let the reporters in. The weather outside is 

not warm." 

Allen did not object. He pulled Arya and stood up together. "I want to go and prepare." 

Lawson saw that he wanted to bring Arya with him and asked, "Do you need to bring..." 

He did not want to be separated from his female companion tonight. Lawson's eyes contained a trace of 

a searching smile. 

"I do." Allen answered affirmatively. 

left. He did not care about the reporters 



such a scene, which made Allen's close female companion appear. He was the nephew who had always 

been cold to women. There was actually such a 

Now that things had come to this, he 

we are going to 

wanted to 

want to fight each other? But this doesn't clarify any 

to the Skywings. He probably wants to completely crush Michel and make him shut up. Do you still 

bored? Accepting such a 

gossip. What happened tonight was not like Allen's usual style of 

about such a clown. Now he would do such a thing. It was also because of Arya's words that 

did not want her to be 

also a good 

figure after changing his clothes in the changing room. She sighed reluctantly, "I really can't bear to let 

others 

Chapter 305 It’s Not Too Late For You To Give Up 

Lawson didn't answer. Instead, he looked at the direction of the boxing ring in silence. There was only 

one thing he was thinking about. Given Michel's physical condition, he could take a few punches from 

Allen. 

But the last time Allen punched someone was seven years ago. That time, they had sent that person to 

the hospital for three months. 

He should be able to restrain his strength now. Otherwise, if he broke Michel, he might be hit hard by 

the Winston Family. 

"Why hasn't Director Jones come out yet?" 

"Let's take a few photos of Director Winston first. His figure is indeed not bad." 

"In the past, the media has taken photos of him surfing by the sea..." 

Santiago did not miss the whispers of the reporters. His mood suddenly became very good. Ever since 

Allen became President of Dahua, the Skywings had been suppressed by the Dahua. If Michel defeated 

Allen tonight, it would be considered as giving face to the Winston family. 

"Is this considered good? Are you guys going to the gym or not? This is the most basic standard. One 

look and you can tell that his shoulders aren't strong enough." 

"Could it be that you can see through the clothes that Director Jones's figure is better than his?" 

"Anyway, it won't be worse than this." 



Lawson coughed and signaled them to lower their voices. This kind of discussion was very noisy. 

The reporters immediately shut their mouths and looked in the direction of the entrance in anticipation. 

Very quickly, Allen and Arya appeared together. 

They walked slowly from the dark corridor to the boxing ring. As the lights lit up, the people waiting in 

the audience stands stood up impatiently. Because they were really too excited... 

this good. They widened their eyes nervously, not wanting to miss 

perfect. Together with the bronze skin color, a body as strong as a statue 

before they remembered to take pictures. They all picked up their cameras and 

A male reporter said enviously, "This 

take a few more 

don't think Michel 

like. As for Michel's figure, sigh, it's 

have been humiliated. He glared at Allen as he walked 

scored a lot more than Allen because he had always been very confident in his figure. 

running away. From his distance and angle, not only was Allen's abs excellent, his arms and fists were 

also very strong. Compared to 

she entered the arena, she saw the excited expressions of the audience. There was 

if Michel still dare to speak recklessly in the 

was not even 

he had already expected this result. He also didn't expect that after so many years, 

was beside him, could no longer sit still. Both father and son had underestimated Allen, causing them to 

fall into a very awkward situation. He even 

with the voting data. 

amazing. If a man like this likes men, the sun 

also want to take Director Jones's clothes. No, I want to make 

did they change their identities? Now it seems like Arya is acting as 

intense. The moment Allen walked onto the boxing ring, he reached 

in defense. He looked 

The last time I beat someone was seven years ago. That person stayed in the hospital for 

Michel would have ignored his 



power that was about to burst 

reporters and lowered his 

Chapter 306 If I Win, She Will Come With Me 

"Heavens, why is there such a perfect person!" 

"From my perspectives as a doctor for many years, he definitely can't be gay, because that muscle line is 

too cool, he's definitely a real man." 

The netizens had more than ten thousand comments. All of them were praising Allen's good figure. 

Michel had completely become a foil. 

Luna and Martin also saw the news on the Internet at the first moment. 

It was also Luna's first time seeing Allen's figure. Although she had come into contact with Allen many 

times in the past few months, when she saw it with her own eyes, her senses were greatly stimulated. 

"Wow, Arya just looks at this kind of body and sleeps every day?" 

She was too happy! 

Luna sighed as she looked at Martin beside her and thought about his figure... 

"You don't need to think about it. Although I am not as good as the CEO, I am much better than Michel." 

Luna smiled, "Of course. You are the person I chose!" 

She continued to browse and saw a photo of Arya helping Allen take his clothes. Luna could not help but 

smile. "I am really happy for Arya to have today. They are husband and wife. No one can bully them!" 

Because someone bullied one of them, the other would definitely fight back with all his strength! 

"Then what about you and me?" Martin put down the newspaper and asked. 

Luna thought about it and said, "No one will bully us..." 

In the next second, Martin pulled her into his arms, "Yes, only you can bully me..." 

Luna smiled shyly and hid in his arms. 

were different. Fortunately, they could find the other half that was most suitable for them 

... 

just been in the audience felt a little regretful because they did not have the chance to see Director 

Jones's domineering figure swinging his fist. 

it! Now that everyone has seen your good figure, they will all stare at you in the 

take a look. You are the only one who can touch." Allen held her hand and looked at the time. "Are you 

tired? 

smiled and shook her head. "I'm not tired. I 



his foil tonight 

the photos taken by the reporters, Arya mostly had her back view. She either held Allen's clothes or 

quietly followed by 

so, the reporters who saw them appear together still felt 

this time, the reporters were temporarily blocked outside the door. This was also arranged by the 

Winston family. They needed time to ease the impact just 

she could now brazenly admire and worship Allen. She did not need to worry about people discovering 

the love in 

had for him. She could no longer extricate herself from it and could no 

now?" Lawson asked 

waiter to take a deck of cards. "The reporters are not here now. Let's play cards. Let's just play. 

expressionlessly. "The stakes are 

Arya and said, "She! If I win, your artiste will come with 

deliberately 

course, you can add 

became fierce. "She's not a 

female artist from the 

Santiago immediately pulled 

Afraid of losing!" Michel thought Allen was 

lesson right away. At this time, Arya, who was beside him, said, "Okay, let's bet. I will bet with you. If you 

I will compete with you alone, others will think that I am bullying women. You guys can come together 

and be considered a 

at Arya and did not object. Since Michel was seeking death himself, don't 

treat it as playing cards with his 

began to think that he had wasted too much time coming here tonight. He did not even bother to look 

at such a 

Chapter 307 We Won 

This posture... 

They had always been like this at home, but in this occasion, Arya was a little unnatural. 

Allen reached out and wrapped his arm around her, "It's about to start." 



"Heh, hug her for a while longer. When I win, you won't have this kind of opportunity. I'll decide the 

winner and loser in one go." Michel winked at the dealer and asked her to distribute the cards. 

The strategy was to play poker in Texas. It was the almost smooth, followed by four plays, and so on and 

so forth. 

It was not that Michel had never gambled with a woman, but he had never lost to a woman. He did not 

care about a little actress who did not know the immensity of heaven and earth. 

After the dealer distributed the cards, both of them obtained their two trump cards. 

Arya got the A and the Q of spades. Michel got a pair of 10. 

Each of his trump cards had their own advantages. 

Michel asked the dealer to continue distributing the cards because the bet was already agreed upon. 

Next was the public card. Red Peach K, Square 5, and a Plum Blossom 10. 

Could Arya get a knight? Or was it that Michel had chances of getting 10? In the bet, luck was very 

important, but psychological tactics were equally important. 

Allen only held Arya in his arms. After looking at the cards, he did not have any expression. He looked at 

her from the side. She was indeed very familiar with this kind of cards. Then she might have played with 

Daniel before? 

Thinking of this, he was a little jealous. 

However, Arya also said that she was fighting for him tonight, so he let go of his jealousy. 

Then, the fourth public card, A of spades. 

Michel still had the advantage. Arya already had a pair of aces in her hands, but if the last card was not 

the J, she would lose. 

Michel smiled and said proudly, "I'll give you a chance to admit defeat. There's still one more card." 

on the table. "The last 

she 

"Yours." 

and ignored Michel's words. She let 

was a square three. It did not 

She was nervous and had not revealed her trump card. She did have a chance to win, 

turned the cards over with a smile. Without 

was about to turn back to look 

A's in 



be that you can't afford to play, right?" Michel guessed from their expressions that he had won. He 

clapped his hands and said, "It seems 

"Stop dreaming!" 

open the cards. Arya's right hand flipped the cards 

did her A 

would 

"Arya won." 

extremely shocked and his expression was ugly. He pounded the gambling table in 

to the reporters that you hurt others because you were not good in any 

away in anger and left with his 

"Young Master Winston cheated every time 

he's an 

you?" Arya turned to look 

Jones wants to win, he 

know each other?" Arya asked in 

social interaction in the business field. You 

explanation, Arya sighed that she had seen more things that Allen knew tonight. And he still had a lot 

are indeed better 

her head and suddenly felt that the Allen she saw was only the tip of 

Lawson walked in from outside. 

looked at Arya and held her hand. They walked in front of Lawson and naturally introduced Arya to him. 

"This is my big uncle. I did not 

to speak. Instead, he 

Chapter 308 New Identity 

Lawson couldn't do his job, so he shifted his attention to Arya 

"I watched this kid grow up. Listen to me and hold him tightly in your hands. Don't forget to take care of 

him!" 

"We always do this. In my house, the wife has the final say." Allen naturally hugged Arya's shoulder and 

said in a relaxed tone. 



Arya smiled as she watched them chat. She had been very pleased with herself the whole night. In 

addition to the cheongsam she had specially put on tonight, she had added a lot of points to her big 

uncle, Lawson. 

Seeing Lawson's smiling face, Allen whispered to Arya, "It looks like I can take you home without worry. I 

don't need to worry about you getting along with them at all." 

"Arya is very good. Bring her to the house earlier. There is also the matter of the child. Your child will be 

the next successor of Jones Family. You guys should also hold onto it tightly." 

Child? 

This sudden question made Arya realize that although they had not been married for long, Allen was 

already in his early thirties. He really needed a new identity, father. 

But she had just come back. If she wanted a child at this time, she might need to stay quiet for a period 

of time before starting again. 

"We'll talk about it later. There's no rush." 

Allen respected Arya's wishes on this point. 

"But..." 

"I am not old enough to have a child immediately! Furthermore, in this era, everyone wants to have 

more space for couples." 

Sitting in the car back, Arya had been thinking about this matter. 

She did not reject having children. In the past, she made a comeback in order to take revenge on Daniel 

and Caroline. Later on, in order to be able to stand in a position that matched Allen, she had been 

working hard. 

But now, the voice deep in her heart told her that apart from a career that belonged to her, she also 

wanted to join the family and give birth to children for him. 

thirty years 

deep affection. "Many things are not done 

respect each other and understanding each other's thoughts was the most 

"Allen . . ." 

too much. Let nature take its 

had known 

turned around to look at Arya and answered, "If it was too early, we might have 

curious about what kind of 

... 



apartment after the bet was 

morning, he publicly accepted an interview with a reporter from the Skywings. He publicly admitted that 

he was not capable in certain aspects, so he was jealous 

this year. Whether it was his figure or his intelligence, he had never won against Allen. There were even 

rumors that during the second round of 

seemed like the Skywings was destined to 

Michel was the most despicable back then. Now he 

our boss Jones to be a male. He is 

or later, the Skywings will be destroyed by him. He won't be able 

has a handsome man like Director Jones by her 

will they announce it to the 

by the reporters, Arya was always standing not too far away from Allen. She was looking at Allen. There 

was a faint smile on her lips. Anyone 

suitable to be together, except for 

* tch. I really don't know what you guys like 

for several years, are they worthy to be with 

photos of Arya and a certain 

these comments appeared, it immediately aroused 

What right do you have to say that to her? Do you have any 

"Of course." 

manor. One could distinguish Arya's facial features from the 

Chapter 309 Various Problems 

Because of losing to Allen, Michel had been in a bad mood for many days. In the past, whenever he was 

in Skywings, he would wander around the company from time to time. But now, he only wanted to stay 

in the office and not see anyone. 

When the assistant knocked on his office door again, Michel shouted in frustration, "Get out!" 

But the assistant still mustered the courage to push the door open and carefully handed the phone over. 

"Director Winston, take a look at today's news. Maybe you'll be in a better mood." 

Michel glanced at him and took the phone with a cold face. "What is this?" 

On the phone was the news of Arya being exposed to the mysterious man and kissing him passionately. 



"Recently, someone jumped out to expose Arya's private life. At the same time, she cheated on several 

men of different nationalities. This photo is the evidence that they took out!" 

"When Arya was still in the Brilliant Entertainment and Aorai's entertainment, there were media that 

said that she relied on sleeping to make a comeback. It was just that there was no evidence at all. Now, 

this Arya has been targeted by someone. You can finally vent your anger." 

The assistant thought that Michel was unhappy because he lost to Arya at the gambling table. He 

thought that Arya's deep-seated rumors could make Michel feel better. He suggested, "Should we let 

the Public Relations Department secretly add fuel to the fire and make the Dahua unable to support 

Arya anymore?" 

Michel's eyes gradually darkened. He did not say anything. He just put his phone on the desk. 

"Could it be that Arya is the only artist under Dahua? What does it have to do with me if Allen doesn't 

support her? I don't care about the star path of such a small celebrity. I want to win against Allen. Do 

you understand?" 

The assistant realized that he had done something wrong. He quickly lowered his head. "I'm sorry, CEO 

Winston..." 

"It's just Arya. Those reporters have nothing to do. Of course, they have to keep an eye on the popular 

celebrity. It can only mean that someone has their eyes on her." 

Michel pressed his desk and stood up. Suddenly, he raised the corner of his mouth. "I don't care about 

Arya's future. But some people are very concerned." 

"What do you mean?" 

the man in this photo. 

was not him, 

had given 

The assistant quickly said, 

walked out of the office 

show 

… 

been strictly protected by the company. However, as the assistant of the president of Skywings, Michel, 

there was still a way to get information from the airline. 

He just liked to play. With the Winston family backing him, 

... 

the Skywings received this news, the Public Relations Department of the Dahua had already obtained 

some preliminary clues. They 



sent all the information to Allen's office in the 

next trip, he 

coldness in his cold eyes deepened bit by bit. "Investigate every 

will take some time. At that time, you and Arya should be working 

matter for Arya. He looked at the photo and recalled that he wanted to return home early. 

She was really bold! 

he thought 

a studio called Captureit and ask for all the information. Perhaps it has something to do with this 

matter." Allen remembered Arya mentioning 

to be very famous." Raul knew all the 

... 

the same time, Stanley scolded the 

Chapter 310 Who Dares To Touch People Of Dahua 

When Serena was being blackmailed, many people were present. However, the investors of this work 

had a strong background and were able to mix black and white, so no one dared to stand up to clarify 

for Serena. 

When the news reached the Dahua, Raul immediately carried out the preliminary handling of the matter 

and then reported it to Allen. 

"I have a feeling that it might be related to the Skywings. It might be related to Michel, who just 

returned to the country." Raul placed a piece of information on the table. "The investor of that work is 

the founder of the F Group. Ever since their company invested in the film and television works, they 

have collaborated with Michel many times." 

Raul did not hide his worries. It was not only for the company, but also for Serena. 

Raul's words aroused Allen's thoughts. He took out his phone and dialed Michel's father, Santiago's 

number. 

Soon, the call was connected. Santiago's smiling voice was heard. "It's Director Jones. What's the 

matter?" 

"This war was started by Michel. I hope he can bear the consequences." Allen held his phone and stood 

in front of the French window. He said coldly, "I have given him a chance." 

"Oh? Where does this come from? Last time it was Director Allen who won..." Santiago laughed and 

said. 

Allen did not make the call to beat around the bush. "I am not joking." One sentence was as cold as ice. 



When Santiago heard Allen's tone, he held his phone and could not speak for a long time. Only when the 

line was cut did he know that Allen was really warning him. 

To Santiago, being threatened by a junior made him lose face. However, the Dahua's influence was 

growing day by day because of Allen. He had no choice but to be afraid... 

"President, will the Winston Family restrain themselves?" 

they do, it has nothing to do with me. Michel has stepped on my bottom line. I will only inform him 

before I make a move." He turned around and 

find other news to cover up that photo. You guys will not 

person in the photo was him. Not only would it resolve Arya's crisis, but it would also let the 

that I would publicize it in a few months. Unless I have no other choice, I want to 

a close eye on F Group’s matter. Regardless of whether he's a gangster or not, he has to pay the price 

for 

a game, he was willing 

I know what to 

immediately used all his connections and information network. Two hours later, he found the apartment 

rented by Captureit Studio. However, when they rushed over, all of Captureit's men had left. It seemed 

like they had left in 

run away?" Raul's assistant kicked 

building. It would be best if we can find all the people who have been in and out of this office." Raul 

immediately ordered everyone to check to see if there 

time, Serena's assistant called him and said that F Group's people were looking for trouble again. And it 

was very 

the 

been doing well in the entertainment industry. Many famous directors wanted her to be the female lead 

or an important role in the movie. It had been a long time since she had been given such 

her to apologize for what had 

incoherent. He protected 

Serena. The assistant could only call Raul for help. F Group's people were sneering by the side, waiting 

singer who goes to the dance hall and wears many sexy clothes in the movie. How about it? Isn't it 

they said was 

movie, please leave!" Serena frowned 

only had her manager and assistant by her side. But the other party brought so many staff and 



anyone still stand up for you? How 


